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Abstract. This paper outlines proposed research into software docu-
mentation created by users in isolation from the original designer. I dis-
cuss research questions I intend to investigate, and a possible model for
producing such ad hoc documentation, with elements drawn from mini-
mal manuals, programming by example, and visual documentation.

1 Introduction

Documentation for software applications has traditionally been created
by designers, or technical writers working closely with them, as separate
manuals for each tool. However, real users work with multiple applica-
tions, in their own environments, to achieve their own goals. The full in-
formation required to make documentation useful, relevant and efficient
for each user is not possessed by the designer.

Traditional manuals attempt to capture the designer’s mental model
of the system, and recent research [1] has focused on making writing
manuals synonymous with designing the system. The movement towards
‘minimal manuals’ has attempted to bring more user experience into the
design of documentation through iterative testing and deliberate efforts
to design documentation with the user in mind, but the assumption has
remained that documentation is generated primarily by the designer..

An alternative approach would capture the knowledge of experienced
users within their normal working environment. A good ad hoc documen-
tation system should place minimal demand on an author’s time, capture
examples of real work, and structure knowledge so that novice users can
develop an independent understanding of the system.

This paper discusses related work, and presents directions for research
along with an outline of a proposed system for producing ad hoc docu-
mentation.

2 Related Work

Early technical documentation commonly attempted to comprehensively
describe each feature of the system separately. Such systems-oriented



manuals are suitable for reference, but they are usually opaque to a novice
user trying to achieve a particular task. In the 1980s, following studies of
users in realistic environments, John M. Carroll noted [2] that users sel-
dom read very far into a manual before formulating their own goals and
attempting to use the system to achieve them. He proposed a minimal
manual to accommodate this behaviour by a variety of methods — the
following list of techniques is due to R. John Brockmann [3]

• Cut secondary features of manuals and on-line documents (overviews,
introductions, summaries, etc.)

• Focus on what readers need to know in order to immediately apply it
to productive work.

• Test repeatedly during design
• Make it easy for the reader of a page to coordinate the documentation

with the screen information via pictures of screens or other graphics.
• Use what the readers already know by continuously linking new in-

formation to it
• Encourage active exploration of a system via intentionally incomplete

information.

Stripping secondary features often reduced the size of documenta-
tion by 75%, while focusing it more clearly on realistic tasks and how to
complete them. Users were encouraged to develop their own conceptual
understanding independent of the designer’s model of the system, and
Caroll found dramatic improvements in learning time and error handling.

The content of instructional documentation may be divided into con-
crete procedural (“how-to”) information, describing the sequence of ac-
tions a user must perform to achieve a goal, and abstract conceptual
(“why”) information, providing deeper understanding. Research by Gong [4]
focused on procedural learning as a defining element of minimal manuals.
He found significant improvement in learning performance with manuals
constructed using a GOMS model to decompose user goals into subgoals,
eventually reaching a keystroke-level procedures for any given task.

More recently, Bergman, Castelli, Lau and Oblinger [5] developed
DocWizards, a system that records an expert user’s interactions with
the Eclipse development environment, capturing the sequence of widgets
used to complete a task. DocWizards can compare existing recordings
with the actions of users, noting alternative paths by which users might
achieve the same goals, and allows input to be parameterised.

Modern documentation usually contains graphical elements such as
screen shots in a subsidiary role to text. The transition from text-based



to graphical user interfaces as the primary form of interaction with com-
puters has not been duplicated by documentation. Structured visual lan-
guages such as UML have proved suitable for some abstract conceptual
explanations, but they generally do not stand alone as full explanations of
a system, nor can they be easily understood without training. Graphical
user interfaces represent concepts with concrete images on the screen, and
a procedure for completing a task in a graphical user interface can read-
ily be decomposed into a sequence of atomic actions in the user interface,
each of which has a clear visual expression as an object in a GUI.

Huang, Lu and Twidale have demonstrated a visual approach to pro-
cedural documentation called Graphstract [6], which eschews text entirely
in favour of small clips of GUI widgets arranged in a vertical sequence to
indicate the order in which they should be performed. Experiments sug-
gested modest improvements in performance of users following instruc-
tions presented in Graphstract sequences over conventional text-based
help. The Graphstract approach suffers from a lack of clear context for
actions: locating the widgets in their respective windows on screen re-
quires learning a system of indentation.

3 Proposed Research

I am in the early stages of research: literature review, informal survey-
ing and field study to identify requirements for ad hoc documentation,
and tools that support its production. Controlled studies will then com-
pare learning performance of users supported by different forms of ad hoc
and traditional documentation, measured by time taken to complete new
tasks, retention of learned knowledge, and subjective responses. This will
lead to a set of guidelines for the development and use of ad hoc docu-
mentation tools. Ultimately, I intend to demonstrate an application for
capturing and presenting ad hoc documentation, built around a program
which queries the OS windowing system as the user works, recording rel-
evant data for each widget the user interacts with. An author will be able
to start and stop recording, and add a brief description to each recorded
sequence.

Figures 1a and 1b show example visual representations of task se-
quences. Action Panels each contain a closely-cropped screenshot of a sin-
gle widget being activated by the mouse pointer, and are overlaid on Con-
text Panels showing the screen, menu or window in which the actions are
to be performed.



(a) Sending a
message

(b) Sending a
file

(c) Compression
of repeated se-
quences

Fig. 1: Example trails

The application would
also apply a variety of
heuristics to compare se-
quences of user actions to
determine suitable higher-
level documentation struc-
ture. Figure 1c shows an
example sequence in which
actions common to both
of the previous trails have
been collapsed into de-
scriptions, implementing a
suggestion made by Car-
roll, that learning is pro-
moted when users are en-
couraged to complete hid-
den parts of a task. I in-
tend to explore further au-
tomated techniques lead-
ing users from procedural
to conceptual understand-
ing of applications they use
in real working environments.
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